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1. 1. 1. 1.     IntoductionIntoductionIntoductionIntoduction    

In an important paper on “Pāṇini as a Frontier Grammarian” 
(1983), Deshpande notes that in some cases the language 
described in Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī differs from the grammatical 
practice of the mainstream of the Sanskrit textual tradition, and 
he attributes these differences to the fact that Pāṇini hailed from 
the extreme northwest, at the “frontier” of Old Indo-Aryan 
speech, while the mainstream of Sanskrit texts comes from what 
may be called the Madhyadeśa.  

Especially striking is Pāṇini 3.3.10, which permits structures 
such as (1), with different agents for the tumun- infinitive and the 
matrix structure. As Deshpande notes, the Madhyadeśa tradition 
does not accept such structures, and this difference created 
major difficulties for the later commentators. What is especially 
interesting is  that such structures do occur in the Caraka Saṁhitā, 
a text that has been claimed to hail from the extreme northwest 
(around Gandhāra), close to Pāṇini’s home. Deshpande concludes 
that the difference in grammar, thus, appears to reflect a genuine 
dialectal distinction between Pāṇini’s northwest “frontier” 
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language and the varieties of Sanskrit reflected in the Madhyadeśa 
tradition. 

(1) pātum asmai prayacchet 

    ‘(One)    should give (something) to drink to him.’ 

In this paper I highlight several other grammatical features 
that distinguish Pāṇini’s  Sanskrit from the Madhyadeśa tradition 
and, thus, demonstrate that the dialectal difference between the 
“core” of the Sanskrit tradition and the “periphery” of Pāṇini’s 
speech is a more general phenomenon. I also discuss a few other 
features whose interpretation is less certain. I conclude by 
considering the implications of Deshpande’s and my findings for 
the study of Sanskrit and its dialects. 

2222....    Three further examples indicating a difference in dialectThree further examples indicating a difference in dialectThree further examples indicating a difference in dialectThree further examples indicating a difference in dialect    

In the following I add to Deshpande’s evidence showing that 
Pāṇini’s  “frontier” language differed from the variety of Sanskrit 
represented by the Madhyadeśa tradition. Interestingly, although 
the Ṛg Veda is commonly assumed to be from the northwest, too, 
it seems to agree with the Madhyadeśa tradition, at least for two of 
the features.1  This raises interesting questions regarding the 
dialectological affiliation of the Ṛg Vedic tradition. 

2.1. Present participles plus nominative case 

As we have seen in section I, as regards the syntax of the 
infinitive, it is the Madhyadeśa tradition that has greater 
restrictions than Pāṇini. By contrast, in the case of the present 
participle the situation is reversed. As shown by the sūtras in (2), 
Pāṇini restricts the use of present participles modifying a noun in 
the nominative case to situations where the participle indicates a 
special characteristic or cause of an action.2 Example (3) presents 
a common illustration. 

(2)  laṭaḥ śatṛśānacāv aprathamāsamānādhikaraṇe (3.2.124) 

                                                

1.  In the case of the third feature, the Ṛg Veda presents an earlier 
stage at which the full range of causative constructions in –aya- had 
not yet come into existence. 

2.  Present participles are also permitted with the vocative which in 
Pāṇini‘s grammar is a variant of the first (or” nominative”) case. 
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‘The suffixes śatṛ and śanac substitute for laṭ in the case of 
co- reference with (a noun) not in the first case.’ 

  lakṣaṇahetvoḥ kriyāyāḥ (3.2.126)  

‘(The substitution takes place even in co reference with a 
noun in the first case) of a verb in case of indication of a 
(special) characteristic or cause,’ 

(3)  śayānā bhuñjate yāvanāḥ 

  ‘The yāvanas eat lying down.’ 

It is possible to find Madhyadeśa examples that could be 
interpreted as conforming to Pāṇini’s grammar. For instance, the 
passage in (4) is amenable to the interpretation that ‘desiring’ is a 
special characteristic of ‘our thought’ or the cause for our 
thoughts’ going off. But it is just as possible to view icchántīḥ as a 
simple subsidiary action qualifying the action of the matrix 
clause, as indicated by the translation.  

(4) Párā me yanti dhītáyo gā�vo ná gávyūrtīr ánu / icchántīḥ 
urucákṣasam (ṚV 1.25.16) 

‘My thoughts go off like the cows to (their) pasture, desiring 
the far-seeing one’ 

The overall evidence of the Madhyadeśa tradition, however, 
shows that the use of the present’s participle is not subject to the 
restrictions of Pāṇini’s grammer; consider the example in (5) to 
(7). Especially important are passage such as (7), where the 
context makes it clear that the participle simply expresses a 
subordinate action in the narrative, not a special characteristic or 
cause of the main action. 

(5) úpa tvāgne divé dive dóṣavastar dhiyā́ vayám / námo bharanta 
émasi(ṚV 1.1.7) 

‘To you, Agni, lighter of darkness, we come every day with 
our thought(s), offering devotion.’ 

(6) …vīrayasvety evainam etāṁ vācaṁ vadanta upātiṣṭhan (AB 3.20) 

 ‘Saying this word “… be heroic”, they supported him.’ 

(7) …iti vadann eva kāṣṭhāt patito gorakṣakair vyāpāditaḥ (Hit.4.2) 
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 ‘… (as the turtle was) speaking thus and fell from the stick, it 
was killed by the cowherds.’ 

2.2 The case marking of the goal of motion verbs 

Within Pāṇini’s system, the goal of verbs of motion is 
classified as karman, and by sūtra (2.3.12), this is realized as 
accusative or dative (8). 

(8) gaty-artha-karmaṇi dvitīyā-caturthyau ceṣtāyām  anadhvani 
(2.3.12) 

‘With the karman of a (verb) meaning “go”, accusative and 
dative (may be used both) in case of motion, (but) not in 
case of the road (traveled)’ 

While accusative marking is found also in Madhyadeśa 
Sanskrit, the usual alternative in this variety is the locative and 
not the dative, as in (9) and (10); see e.g. Delbrück 1888: 121-122 
and Speijer 1886: 103-104. Speijer, to be sure, gives some 
examples of the dative (1886:79), such as (11), but he notes that 
the accusative or locative is preferred. One suspects that 
relatively rare dative examples of this type owe their existence to 
the influence of Pāṇini’s grammar. 

(9) sá id devéṣu gacchati (RV 1.1.4c) 

 ‘… it surely goes to the Gods.’ 

(10) sa aṭavyāṁ gataḥ (Pañc.321) 

 ‘He went to the forest.’ 

(11) vanāya gaccha (Ragh. 12.7) 

 ‘Go to the forest.’ 

2.3 Causee marking 

There is a similar difference between Pāṇini’s account of 
causee (aṇikartṛ) case marking and the practice of the Madhyadeśa 
tradition. Pāṇini makes a distinction in terms of lexical classes, 
such that the causee of intransitives, sound-emitting verbs, 
ingestive verbs, verbs of cognition, and verbs of motion behaves 
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as a karman or underlying direct object (DO) (see(12a)),1 while the 
causee of other verbs is in the instrumental, the case marking of 
the kartṛ/hetu. By contrast, the Madhyadeśa tradition assigns 
causee marking based on the basis of pragmatics, with 
instrumental indicating unwilling participation in the action or 
lack of benefit from it, while karman or direct-object marking 
represents the unmarked usage. See the quote from Speijer in 
(7b). For illustrations see (13) vs. (13’) and the summary in Table I. 

(12) a. gati-buddhi-pratyavasānārtha-śabdakarma-akarmakāṇām 
aṇikartā sa ṇau (1.4.52) ‘the agent of the corresponding 
non-causative of verbs of going, knowing, consuming, 
making sounds, and intransitives (is karman, i.e. 
underlying direct object) in the causative.’ 

  b. If one wants to say’ he causes me to do something, it is 
by his impulse I act’ there is room for the (accusative 
causee), but if it be meant ‘he gets something done by 
me. I am only the agent or instrument through which he 
acts’, the instrumental is in its place … (Speijer 1886: 36-
37 with reference) 

(13)  Madhyadeśa tradition: 

 a.  i. eke yajamānam avakhyāpayanti (ŚB 1.3.1.26) 

   ‘Some make the sacrifier look down’ 

  ii. enām somakrayaṇyā saṁkhyāpayati (ŚB 3.3.1.1) 

 b. i. sa evāsmā imān lokān viśam pra dāpayati (TS 2.1.4.8) 

   ‘He makes these world, the people give to him.’ 

  ii. ahnā +evāsmai rātrim pra dāpayati …(TS 2.1.4.8) 

   ‘He makes day give him night…’ 

(13’) Paṇinian counterparts: 

 a. i. eke yajamānam avakhyāpayanti  

  ii. enām somakrayaṇīṁ saṁkhyāpayati 

                                                

1.  Rule 1.4.53 provides that two verbs, hṛ -‘take’ and kṛ - ‘make, do’, 
optionally follow the same pattern. This exception need not detain 
us in the present discussion. 
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 b. i. sa evāsmā imair lokair viśā pra dāpayati 

  ii. ahnā + evāsmai rātrim pra dāpayati… 

                                 
   

gati-buddhi etc. 
Other transitivesß 

MadhyadeśaMadhyadeśaMadhyadeśaMadhyadeśa    traditiontraditiontraditiontradition    

Unmarked          Causee not benefiting  

karman             Instrumental 

karman  Instrumental 

    PPPPāāāāṇiniṇiniṇiniṇini    

 

Karman    

Instrumental 

Table I: Causee marking: Table I: Causee marking: Table I: Causee marking: Table I: Causee marking: MadhyadeśaMadhyadeśaMadhyadeśaMadhyadeśa    vs. vs. vs. vs. PPPPāāāāṇiniṇiniṇiniṇini    

Especially illustrative of the pragmatic distinction in the 
Madhyadeśa tradition is the (near-) minimal pair that Spejier 
provides from Mudrārākṣasa (14.) Example (14b) comes from the 
beginning of the drama and represents Śakaṭadāsa as a mere 
instrument, caused to write a fictitious letter in Rākṣasa’s 
Kautiliyan scheme. The passage in (14a) comes from the end, 
when Rākṣasa has to set things right and see to it that Śakaṭadāsa 
is absolved of any apparent guilt. The focus now is on Śakaṭadāsa  
as a human being who has been severely affected by these 
machinations – hence the grammatical treatment as Karman. 

(14) a. yena tādṛśaṁ kapaṭalekham… lekhitaḥ tapasvī Śakaṭadāsaḥ 
(Mudr. 7.9.5-6) 

 ‘(I am the one) by whom poor Śakaṭadāsa was made to write 
such a fake letter.’  

 b.  lekhaṁ Śakaṭadāsena lekhayitvā (Mudr. 1.19.5) 

 Having had Śakaṭadāsa write the letter …’ 

As the examples in (13b) and others like them show, the 
distinction goes back to the earliest Vedic prose and thus is not a 
late, post-Pāṇinian innovation. In Hock 1981 I therefore conclude 
that this difference, too, is dialectal and reflects the fact that 
Pāṇini was a “Frontier Grammarian”.1 

3.3.3.3.    Two less certain casesTwo less certain casesTwo less certain casesTwo less certain cases    

In the following section I focus on two constructions that 
could perhaps provide additional support for a dialectal 

                                                

1.  For speculations as to how the Pāṇinian and Madhyadeśa systems 
can be historically related to each other see Hock 1981, §6.2. 
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difference between Pāṇini’s language and the Madhyadeśa 
tradition, but whose interpretation is not as certain. I ignore the 
issue of “non-Pāṇinian”  usages such as prohibitive mā with the 
imperative, rather than the injunctive, or the use of genitive or 
locative instead of the dative, phenomena commonly found in 
post-Vedic Sanskrit, especially in the epic. These are at least as 
much reflexes of social differences as of regional ones. (See e.g. 
Hock & Pandharipande 1976/1978 with references to earlier 
literature.) 

3.1. Modal agreement in conditional constructions 

In several sūtras (3.3.139-40,3.3.156), Pāṇini specifies that 
verbs in conditional structures must agree in modality; see e.g. 
(15). At first sight it might seem significant that a similar 
conclusion is reached by Whitney (16), in many ways miles apart 
from Pāṇini, but at the same time a keen expert on the corpus of 
the Madhyadeśa tradition. 

(15) hetuhetumator liṅ (3.3.156) 

‘The optative is used in the protasis and apodosis of a 
conditional structure.’ 

(16) So at 101.2. In the apodosis of a sentence having an optative 
in its protasis, we must absolutely have the optative ricyeta: 
there is no exception in the older language to the rule that 
the mode, whether optative or subjunctive or conditional, is 
the same in both members of the sentence. (Whitney 1887 : 
ccxxvii) 

As Keith (1909: 152) pointed out, agreement in modality 
may be prototypical, but patterns, with non-agreeing modality do 
occur. Keith supported his claim with examples from the 
Maitrāyaṇī Saṁhitā and other Vedic-prose texts; but structures 
with non-agreement are found throughout the history of 
Madhyadeśa Sanskrit, from the Rig-Veda to the post-Vedic period; 
see (17)-(19). (See also Hock 1986.) 

(17) Rig-Veda   a. suryā�ṁ yó brahmā� vidyā�t sá íd vā�dhūyam arhati 
(10.85.34) 

   ‘What priest/if a priest should know the 
suryā,  
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   he deserves the bride’s garment.’ 

  b. adyā� murīya yádi yatundhā�no ásmi (7.104.15) 

    ‘May I die today if I am a warlock.’ 

(18)Vedic Prose a. yád ásomayājī saṁnáyet parimoṣá evá só 'nṛtaṁ 
karoti (TS 2.5.5.1) 

   ‘If a non–soma-sacrificer should offer the 
sāṁnāyya, he being a thief goes wrong.’ 

   (Sim. TS 2.2.2.2, MS 1.4.14, 1.10.8, AB 3.46, 
5.23, etc., KB 25.4, etc., ŚB 1.7.2.2, etc., etc.) 

b. yó ˈgníṁ citvā́nyásya stríyam upaiti yáthā havíḥ skannám eváṁ syād  
(MS 3.4.7) 

   ‘If a man, having established the fire altar, 
has intercource with the wife of another 
man, he would be like a spilled oblation.’ 

   (Sim. ibid. 2.3.6, 4.1.14, etc., KS 35.16, TS 
3.1.3.2, ṤB 1.3.2.15, etc., etc.) 

(19) Post-Vedic yo na hanyāt sa hanyate (Pañc. 1.271) 

‘Who/if someone should not (decide to) kill, he is killedˈ 

While there may be some differences of opinion about some 
of these structures, especially the ones employing relative 
pronouns (rather than particles meaning ‘if’), examples of this 
type (especially the a. structures) are far too numerous to be 
dismissed as grammatical mistakes. Rather, they suggest that like 
other languages, Sanskrit was able to make more subtle 
distinctions in conditional sentences than the ones conveyed by 
means of the more ordinary, prototypical type, i.e. with modal 
agreement. 

It is thus clear that Whitney’s assessment of the behavior of 
conditional constructions was mistaken, by focusing only on the 
prototypical type.  For Pāṇini, the case is less certain. If we were 
to assume that he made a similar mistake as Whitney, based on 
the prototypical situation, then his grammar might be identical 
to that of the Madhyadeśa on this count. But what if his variety 
did not allow modality disagreement? If an examination of the 
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Caraka Saṁhitā were to produce examples with disagreement, the 
case could be solved. Otherwise, we would be faced with the 
problem referred to in section 4, namely that the mainstream of 
the Sanskrit textual tradition cannot be used to test Pāṇini’s 
grammatical judgements. 

3.2 The system of past tenses, or parokṣe liṭ 

As is well known, Pāṇini assigns different values to the three 
finite past tenses of Sanskrit- the aorist (luṅ), the imperfect (laṅ), 
and the perfect (liṭ); see (20). As is also known, Whitney, who was 
a keen observer of the Sanskrit textual tradition, claimed that 
Pāṇini’s distinction between imperfect and perfect does not hold 
for the Vedic period; see e.g. (21) and see Whitney 1892. (In post-
Vedic, of course, the entire system collapses, and the three past 
tenses are used interchangeably.) 

(20) bhūte (3.2.84) 

 ‘(What follows, applies) in case of a past action.’  

 luṅ (3.2.110) 

‘The suffix luṅ (aorist) (is introduced in reference to past 
action).’ 

anadyatve laṅ (3.2.111)   

‘(In reference to past action not linked to the present day), 
laṅ (imperfect).’ 

Parokṣe liṭ (3.2.115) 

‘(In reference to past action not linked to the present day 
and) not witnessed, liṭ (perfect).’ 

(21) According to the Hindu grammarians, the perfect is used in 
the narration of facts not witnessed by the narrator; but 
there is no evidence of its being exclusively or distinctively 
so employed at any period. (Whitney 1889: 296) 

On first blush we seem to be faced here with another case 
where Pāṇini’s language differed from that of the Madhyadeśa 
(although Whitney may have had a less charitable assessment). In 
a recent publication, however, Cardona has claimed that Pāṇini’s 
distinctions are valid for at least some of the Vedic tradition 
(Cardona 2002; see also Cardona 2003 and Cardona & Jain 2003). 
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Cardona finds evidence for this assessment in the story of 
Śunaḥśepha, as told in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa (7.13-18) and the 
Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra (15.17-25). Although the two versions 
differ in some detail, the general pattern is that the perfect is 
used in the frame-story narrative, which can be argued to report 
events not witnessed by the narrator (hence parokṣe liṭ), and the 
aorist (luṅ) is used to refer to actions that have just been 
completed (and hence are adyatve); see (21a, d) vs. (21e). Finally, 
in a passage where the speaker reports on a past action that he 
himself has witnessed, the imperfect (laṅ) is used; see (21f). 

(21) a. sa (aikṣvāko) varuṇaṁ rājānam upasasāra (perf.) 

  ‘He (Aikṣvāka) approached king Varuṇa.’ 

b.  putro me  jāyatāṁ tena tvā yajā iti 

‘Let a son be born for me; with him I will sacrifice to you,’ 

c. tatheti 

‘Yes’ 

d. tasya ha putro jajñe (perf.) rohito nāma 

‘Of him a son was born, named Rohita,’ 

 e. tam hovāca (perf.) +ajani (aor.) vai te putro yajasva   māneneti 

 ‘He (Varuṇa) said to him,”Your son has been born; sacrifice 
with him to me.’ 

 f. tatāyaṁ vai mahyaṁ tvām adadād (impf.)… iti 

 ‘Dear (addressed to Rohita), this one (Varuṇa) gave you to 
me…’ 

Although recognizing that there are some exceptions to this 
distribution, especially in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa (AB) version, 
Cardona claims that ‘these can be considered actually to support 
the archaic nature of the usage elsewhere in the telling of the 
legend: we have reversions occasionally to the later regular 
system (which loses the distinction between different past 
tenses), but the legend as a whole retains archaic usage. ‘(2002: 
238) 

If Cardona’s assessment is correct, we would have to 
conclude that, pace Whitney, there were at least some varieties of 
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the Madhyadeśa tradition that agreed with Pāṇini and that in this 
respect, Pāṇini was not a “Frontier Grammarian.” 

Unfortunately, Cardona’s discussion focuses mainly on the 
contrast between the aorist as reporting an event in the 
immediate past (adyatve) and the perfect or, in some traditions, 
the imperfect as a tense used to narrate remote past events. This 
contrast, however, has not been under dispute; see e.g. Whitney 
1892, as well as Delbrück 1888: 280-289. What has been under  
dispute is the question whether there is evidence in the 
Madhyadeśa  Vedic tradition for Pāṇini’s  distinction between the 
imperfect as a general remote past (anadyatve) and the perfect as  
conveying the special connotation of a past event not witnessed 
by the speaker. To refute Whitney’s claim that there is no such 
evidence, it would be important to show that there are 
Madhyadeśa texts that make the distinction. As it turns out, the 
only text for which Cardona tries to provide such evidence is the 
Śunaḥśepha story. It is this story, therefore, that I examine in 
greater detail. (A broader discussion is found in Molina Muñoz 
2009.) 

Closer examination of the Śunaḥśepha story leads to the 
conclusion that the evidence for a Pāṇinian contrast between 
perfect and imperfect in this text is less certain than Cardona 
believes.  

A major problem is that the passage in (21f) is the only case 
of an imperfect used within the prose sections of the story that 
conforms to Pāṇini generalization, in so far as it is used to report a 
witnessed past event. If we include the verse portions, which may 
(or may not) come from different textual traditions, there are 
two other instances of a past event witnessed by the speaker; see 
(22). One of these has an imperfect too (22a),1 the other has a 
perfect (22b). 

                                                

1.  It is preceded by two aorists; and the context does not make it clear 
why there is a switch in tense from aorist to imperfect. 
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(22) a.  adarśus (aor.) tvā śāsahastaṁ na yac chūdreśv alapsata (aor.) 
/ gavām trīṇi śatāni tvam avṛṇīthā (impf.) mad aṅgiraḥ (AB 
7.17)1 

 ‘They have seen you with knife in your hand, what has not 
obtained (even) among Śūdras: you chose three hundred 
cows instead of me, Aṅgiras.’ 

 b. nānā srāntāya srir astīti rohita śuśruma (perf.) (AB 7.15) 

 ‘There is manifold good luck for the weary, Rohita, so we 
heard.’2 

Even if these two additional passages are included, the 
number of examples that could be used to test the claim that our 
story conforms to Pāṇini’s rules is extremely limited.  This makes 
it difficult to assess whether the distribution of imperfects and 
perfects, and the difference between them, is significant or 
simply random. 

Another area where the claimed Pāṇinian use of perfect vs. 
imperfect needs to be tested is of course the frame-story 
narrative which, as noted earlier, can be assumed to report a 
story that has been handed down and whose events therefore 
have not been witnessed by the narrator. 

Now, it is true that the perfect is used as narrative past 
throughout most of the story, not just in the dialogue portion 
exemplified in (21). However, there are a few places where the 
imperfect is used instead. One of these occurs in the prose 
portion of the AB version; see (23). Others are found in gnomic 
verses (24) and in verses that form the concluding narrative of 
the story (25). The “non-Pāṇinian” use of imperfects, thus, is 
found in all subtypes of the text. Note further that in (24a) and 
(25), imperfect and perfect occur next to each other, in the same 
context. 

(23) tasya ha viśvāmitro hotāsīd (impf.) (AB 7.16) 

 ‘Of him, Viśvāmitra was the hotṛ.’ 

                                                

1.  The ŚŚS version has adrākṣur and manuscript variation between 
alipsata and alapsata. 

2.  The ŚŚS version in the same. 
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(24) a.  śaśvat putreṇa pitaro atyāyan (impf.) bahulaṁ tamaḥ / ātmā hi 
jajña (perf.) ātmanaḥ …(AB 7.13)  

 ‘Fathers have always crossed great darkness by means of a 
son; for he is born as a Self, from the Self.’ 

 b. devāścaitām ṛṣayaśca tejaḥ samabharan (impf.) mahat / devā 
manuṣyān abruvann (impf.) eṣā vo jananī punaḥ (AB 7.13) 

 ‘Both the Gods and the ṛṣis brought (her) together as great 
brilliance; the Gods said to the humans “This (mother) is 
your re-birth”.’ 

(25) te samyañco vaiśvāmitrāḥ sarve sākaṁ sarātayaḥ / devarātāya 
tashire (perf.) dhṛtyai śraiṣṭhyāya gāthināḥ// 

adhīyata (impf.) devarāto rikthayor ubhayor ṛṣiḥ / jahnūnāṁ 
cādhipatye daive vede ca gāthinām //(AB 7.17) 

 ‘They, the descendants of Viśvāmitra, the Gāthinas, all 
together, stood by Devarāta (i.e Śunaḥśepha) for firmness, for 
excellence. 

 ‘Devarāta , the ṛṣi, was placed into both inheritances, both 
the lordship over the Jahnus and the divine knowledge of 
the Gāthins.’ 

In two cases, the ŚŚS version disagrees with the AB one and 
thus comes closer to the distribution predicted by Pāṇini’s rules. 
In one of these it has the expected perfect; see (23’). But in the 
other one (25’) it shows instead a present-tense form, employing 
a rare inflectional variant of the root i- (plus adhi-),1 and in the 
process breaking the temporal continuity of the passage. 

(23’) tasya ha viśvāmitro hotāsa (perf.) (SSS 15.21) 

 ʻOf him, Viśvāmitra was the hotṛ.’ 

(25’) te samyañco vaiśvāmitrāḥ sarve sākaṁ sarātayaḥ / devarātāya 
tashire (perf.) jyaiṣṭhye śraiṣṭhye ca gāthināḥ// 

 adhīyate (pres) devarāto rikthayor ubhayor ṛṣiḥ …// (ŚŚS 15.27) 

                                                

1.  The AB form adhīyata could, in principle, be the corresponding 
imperfect; but interpretation as an imperfect passive of dhā- ‘to 
put’ seems more natural. 
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 ‘They, the descendants of Viśvāmitra, the Gāthinas, all 
together, stood by Devarāta (i.e. Śunaḥśepha) for superiority 
and for excellence. 

 ‘Devarāta, the ṛṣi, is (made to be?) knowledgeable (?) in both 
inheritances …’ 

In the first case, it would be possible to adopt Cardona’s 
perspective and view the ŚŚS version, though later, as preserving 
the more archaic pattern and the AB version as reflecting the 
tendency of later texts to lose the original tense distinctions. In 
the second case, however, the break in temporal continuity 
creates difficulties. 

Under the circumstances, it is tempting to speculate that 
the relationship between the two versions may have been 
different, with the AB presenting an earlier version, and the ŚŚS 
constituting an attempt to “correct” the AB version by bringing 
the text more in line with Pāṇini’s rules. In the case of (23)/ (23’) 
this was not difficult, since this is a prose passage where syllable 
count and metrical structure do not matter. In the case of (25)/ 
(25’) by contrast, substituting a perfect (dadhe1) for adhīyata 
would reduce the syllable count and thus affect the meter. At the 
same time, since syllable weight distribution in the initial four 
syllables of the epic anuṣṭubh is quite free, substituting adhīyate 
creates no such difficulties, while at the same time avoiding a 
“non-Pāṇinian” imperfect (even if at some cost). 

As for the other passages with “non-Pāṇinian” imperfects, 
(24a, b), where ŚŚS does not differ from AB, such a substitution 
either could be avoided by appealing to Pāṇini 3.1.116, which 
permits the imperfect under parokṣe conditions in the presence of 
śaśvat ‘always’, or it could not be carried out for metrical reasons: 
Substituting perfect saṁjabhruḥ for samabharan or ūcuḥ for 
abruvan would have affected the syllable count. (For similar 
reasons the “non-Pāṇinian” perfect śuśruma in (22b) could not 
have been replaced by imperfect aśṛṇuma, since this would have 
substituted a pattern light-heavy (-light) in a context which 
requires the heavy-light (-light) of the extant text.) 

                                                

1.  Or possibly adhīye, if adhīyata should be from adhi + i-. 
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Clearly, this alternative account is speculative, and the 
limited size of our text and of relevant passages within that text, 
as well as the fact that there do not seem to exist any other texts 
that are comparable to our story, makes it difficult to evaluate 
Cardona’s perspective and the alternative interpretation 
suggested here. Moreover, even if the alternative interpretation 
should be on the right track, it would raise the further question 
as to whether the “correction” of “non-Pāṇinian” forms results 
from an attempt to make the text conform better to Pāṇini’s rules 
or  from the fact that the editor’s native dialect of Sanskrit had 
the same grammar as Pāṇini’s. 

The available evidence, thus, makes it difficult to support –
or refute – the view that Pāṇini’s distinction between perfect and 
imperfect (as parokṣe vs. unmarked) is also found in at least one 
variety of the Madhyadeśa tradition (the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa and 
Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra versions of the Śunaḥśepha story). For the 
mainstream of Madhyadeśa Sanskrit, however, Whitney’s denial of 
such a distinction seems to be correct. In fact, even as early as the 
Ṛg Veda we find imperfect and perfect used side by side, in the 
same temporal/aspectual context; see e.g. (26). 

(26) áhann (impf.) áhim ánv apás tatarda (perf.) 

  prá vakṣáṇā abhinat (impf.) párvatānām (ṚV 1.32.1) 

‘He slew the dragon, he bored out the waters after, he split 
the bellies of the mountains.’ 

4444....    Conclusions and implicationsConclusions and implicationsConclusions and implicationsConclusions and implications    

Whatever the correct interpretation of the issues presented 
in section 3 may be, there is ample evidence to provide further 
support for Deshpande’s view of Pāṇini as a “Frontier 
Grammarian”, whose variety of Sanskrit differed from that of the 
Madhyadeśa    tradition. 

Remarkably, the different behavior of the Madhyadeśa 
tradition persists into the post-Vedic period and is generally not 
affected1 by the prevailing attitude that “good” Sanskrit must 
conform to the rules of Pāṇini’s grammar. Perhaps this 

                                                

1.  Barring rare cases, such as the goal-datives with verbs of motion 
mentioned in §2.2. 
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persistence can be attributed to the fact that the features 
discussed here all involve syntax and that the influence of Pāṇini’s 
śabdānuśāsana mainly affected morphology and phonology. 

It is also remarkable that, as noted earlier, the Ṛg-Veda 
agrees with the Madhyadeśa tradition, even though commonly 
assumed to have originated in the northwest. This raises 
interesting questions regarding the dialectology of Sanskrit/old 
Indo-Aryan (for which see also further below). 

The fact that difference between Pāṇini’s language and that 
of the Madhyadeśa are not limited to just one or two features has 
further consequences and implications. First, it should inspire 
additional investigations to determine the extent to which the 
grammar of Pāṇini differs from that of the Madhyadeśa tradition. 
Second, it creates difficulties for attempts such as that of 
Kiparsky (1979/1980) to draw on late Vedic texts to test Pāṇini’s 
grammar (in his case, an attempt to confirm his interpretation of 
different designations of optionality in Pāṇini’s grammar as 
denoting different degrees of variability). Finally, there is the 
question as to whether there are varieties of Madhyadeśa that 
come closer to Pāṇinian usage than others. An answer to this 
question might make it possible to determine whether Pāṇini’s 
variety was completely separate from the Madhyadeśa ones or 
whether there existed transitional Madhyadeśa varieties that are 
closer to Pāṇini in some of their features than other, more eastern 
varieties, i.e. whether there was some kind of dialect continuum. 

The work by Witzel (1989) would seem to be a first step in 
that direction. In so far as it tries to determine dialect differences 
within the Madhyadeśa tradition. A propos of the discussion in 
section 3.2 above, Witzel finds that in the earliest Vedic prose 
texts, the narrative use of the perfect is an eastern phenomenon, 
while the more  western (or central) texts prefer the imperfect. 
Moreover, he observes that the perfect begins to compete with, 
and replace, the narrative imperfect in the more western texts in 
later Vedic times. Unfortunately, however, his coverage of 
Pāṇini’s variety is cursory and, as Cardona (2002) notes, is 
mistaken in claiming that the narrative imperfect originally 
characteristic of the more western varieties agrees with Pāṇini’s 
usage. In the most recent treatment of the issue that I am aware 
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of, Molina Muñoz (2009) attempts to bridge the gap by suggesting 
that the Pāṇinian usage results from grammaticalization of the 
late Vedic tendency (observed by Whitney 1892) for the 
imperfect to be limited to reporting past tense events in cited 
discourse, while the (western/central) texts employ both perfect 
and imperfect in the narrative frame story. It is to be hoped that 
further, detailed work on the different varieties of Madhyadeśa 
tradition will increase our insights into this interesting issue. 
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